INFORMATION: MANY SOURCES ARE NOW AVAILABLE TO US IN THIS 21st-CENTURY
Information comes to us from far and wide, some sources are obvious and some less so—
some ring true while some are clearly biased, politically motivated or even censored. But,
of course we have freedom of choice—if two reports contradict, then of course only one
of them will be correct—if we’re lucky! Today’s news sources are:
1: National Press
2: TV
3: Book Publications
4: Output of Institutions
5: Internet
6: Séance Groups
7: Prophetic Visions
8: Extraterrestrial
9: Personal Guidance

Tabloid newspapers, journals ... with daily / weekly / monthly updating.
News channels that give either primarily domestic or a broader world
coverage of events.
These include ‘in depth’ examinations / explorations by individuals who
have duly studied.
Books / papers / journals / research by universities and learned societies.
Websites, Google search, emails, blog sites etc. Our website:
www.salumetandfriends.org
Spirit communication from variously advanced levels in spirit domain
including Angelic Realms, accounted in 5.
Some witnessed by huge crowds (Fatima 1917), fully accounted in 3 and 5.
Direct speech communication specially arranged via 6; indirect via past life
accounts (6) and crop circles (3 and 5).
All of us have the ‘knowing within’ that we can tune into in quiet time. We
just ‘know’ if we go sufficiently within.

The traditional news / information sources, 1 – 4 in the list, have been in place for a long
time. The world is rapidly taking on board 5, which has a much wider range of
information, offered without hindrance of bias, censorship or adherence to traditional
concepts. Freedom of the still growing Internet, as an information source, paves the way
to a much wider realisation of the enormous value to humanity of the information
sources 6 – 8. Item 9 is of course known to us all if we reflect upon it, and it is one prime
teaching that comes to us in 6 from Angelic Realms.
It is evident that our civilization has now entered a phase in which much important data
is to be found fully reported on the Internet, that is virtually ignored by the older timehonoured traditional sources. Some will opt to remain traditional—understandably so.
But nevertheless, in UK there is still the choice of domestic news (e.g. BBC, ITV, Sky) or a
broader world coverage (e.g. RT, Al Jazeera) channels. But rapidly increasing numbers are
going to the Internet because of its all-encompassing coverage, rapid accessibility and
absence of political posturing and censorship. And it is clear from the above list that
traditional news sources fall very short on reporting anything extraterrestrial except for
institution-credited astronomy. Even the hugely important and radio-carbon dated
Bosnian pyramid excavations go unreported by 1, 2 and 4. The evidence is that these
pyramids, as many others of our knowledge, were built by friendly extraterrestrials.

